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EDITORIALS.
THE CAMPUS desires to call the attention ofa few thoughtless students who make
a practice of riding to the middle of the
campus ground and instead of following in the
roads and paths made for that purpose are
making beaten paths across our beautiful cam-
pus. Every member of the university should
be rightfully proud of the beauty of our
campus and appreciate the work that is being
done to make our college grounds attractive
and tidy and it seems as though those to whom
this applies could at least walk from one of
the waiting rooms to Wingate Hall for the sake
vf the looks of the thing if nothing more.
W E are rapidly bearing the end of thefootball season, our last 'varsity game
being played Nov. 16 and after that
only the smaller class games remain. We can
feel only satisfaction at the results of the
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season for we have been successful, far more
so than we ever dared anticipate.
The results of the Massachusetts trip were
not all that could be desired, yet we ought not
to feel disappointed as we can't expect to win
all of the games played. Undoubtedly if the
team had played as strong a game against
Tufts as against some of the Maine colleges
Tufts would have had no easy victory, but a
football team, like a person, has its poor days
once in a while and it was much better to have
it when we did than to suffer defeat at the
hands of one of the Maine colleges.
Our failure to play Harvard was something
of a disappointment yet we were in no way to
blame. Harvard had no regular game
scheduled with us; she only promised to play
us a practice game but at the last moment,
finding herself weak when against the large
college teams, she decided to cancel the game
with us and use the time in practice for the
more important games she had to play.
The result of the game with Colby last
Saturday showed that our team was in good
condition for the final game of the season.
Colby played a gritty game and showed a good
spirit hut her team is very weak from the loss
cf so many men. Colby has been up against
hard luck all the season and the fact that she
has maintained a football team in spite of the
many drawbacks she has encountered shows
that she has a spirit that other colleges may
well respect. This weakness did not necessi-
tate our team being played to its limit and
our players suffered no injuries whatever from
the game.
Ji J1
IT is true that U. of M. students very gen-erally patronize those advertisers who
help maintain the gollege paper by their
financial assistance. This idea of giving our
trade to those who advertise with us has been,
let us hope, deeply impressed on the older
members of the college and we want to keep the
idea clearly before the younger members.
THE CAMPUS, the Prism, the Y. M. C. A.
handbook, is possible only through the financial
aid of our advertisers or a liberal donation
from our pocketbooks. When we stop to con-
sider that every branch of trade in which we
students are interested is represented in THE
CAMPUS by the advertisement of some of the
leading tradesmen of that branch, it can but
appeal to us that we should patronize them.
Before doing your trading take a look at the
advertisements in THE CAMPUS and if possible
do your buying there, not forgetting to men-
tion why you went there. This little attention
makes the tradesman only too glad to give
THE CAMPUS his financial aid and incidentally
bring his name before the students and faculty.
IN an institution like the University ofMaine, where ninety-five per cent, of the
students are engaged in engineering
work, there is too great a tendency to devote
the whole attention to studies that bear directly
on the course chosen. We should remember
that there are other sides to a broad education
besides the attainment of skill and knowiedge
in purely engineering work. This skill and
knowledge is primarily the technical student's
object but he should not sacrifice a legible
handwriting, correct spelling and a knowledge
of English grammar, to its attainment. These
things are absolutely essential to any man's
education whether he be an engineer or a col-
lege professor. It is right here in the every
day life of the institution that there are oppor-
tunities offered for improvement in these de-
ficiencies. The undergraduate publications
offer the very best practice possible in join nal-
istic work. If you work hard and con-
scientiously for a position on TIIE CAMPUS
editorial staff, whether you make it or not, you
will gain an accuracy and facility in writing
which you could never attain by writing themes
for the head of the English department. THE
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CAMPUS would like to impress on the members
of the lower classes the opportunity which is
thus presented and to urge them to think care-
fully about the matter. The managing editor
will gladly meet any one interested and assign
them subjects to write up or assist them in any
way possible.
44++++
NO SUCCESSOR SELECTED.
A certain paper in the state of Maine recently
printed with all due resemblance of seriousness
that: "It is announced that the successor of
Dr. Harris at the University of Maine will
be Dr. F. W. Lewis." Then follows a brief
account of this gentleman's characteristics. It
is difficult to understand where this "announce-
ment" could have been made as Hon. Henry
Lord, chairman of the committee to select a
successor to Dr. Harris, says that no selection
has been made and that no gentleman by that
name has even been considered as a possible
successor to Dr. Harris. Mr. Lord states that
there are several candidates for the position
but as yet no man is given the preference of
the others.
The committee is busily engaged in consider-
ing candidates but as there is no particular
hurry the selection will be made with the
greatest of care and when a decision is made
the public will doubtless be informed. As
much as up to date news is to be desired it is
well not to jump at conclusions too quickly, or
news of the above unsubstantial and annoying
kind will be the result.
+++419
COMPLIMENTARY BANQUET.
The plans are well in hand for the compli-
mentary banquet which is to be tendered to
President Harris at the Bangor House, Nov.
22, by the Penobscot Valley Alumni associa-
tion of the University of Maine.
DR. W. H. JORDAN.
Director of the New York Experiment Station.
Formal invitations have been given to
many prominent state officials, including Gov.
Hill and members of the executive council, to
the presidents of the three other Maine colleges
and to Senator Hale, Congressmen Powers,
Burleigh and Littlefield and it is
expected there will be a large gathering of
the state's distinguished men present. The
preliminary notices to the members of the
board of trustees, members of the faculty and
.alumni in Maine, all of whom are eligible to
membership in the Penobscot association, have
been sent out by the secretary, Charles A.
Dillingham, and these will be followed by a
later notice to be accompanied by a reply postal
for definite information as to each one's inten-
tion.
Hon. William T. Haines will act as toast-
master at the banquet. Several prominent
alumni from without the state, including Hon.
L. C. Southard. president of the Boston
Alumni association, and Dr. W. H. Jordan,
director of the Nev York Experiment station,
have signified their intention of being present,
42 THE CAMPUS
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. Football ! ! Well. I guess !
Freshmen say: Where arc
those peanuts?
P. D. Simpson, '03, has re-
turned to college after a short
illness.
Severe colds seem to be the rage in Oak Hall.
A new roof has been put upon the observa-
tory during the past week.
Many of the students attended the ball
given by the graduating class of the Orono
High school.
Clifford, '04, shot a nice buck deer while out
hunting near Old Town trotting park on Satur-
day, Nov. 9. Few apreciate the position of
our college; where we can be in the city one
hour and shoot deer the next.
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity have
secured rooms in Old Town to replace those
lost in the burning of the old Q. T. V. building
last winter.
Coach Farley refereed the Bates-Bowdoin
game at Lewiston last Saturday.
The new bath room at Oak Hall is a very
good one, but would be more appreciated if it
were a little warmer.
F. W. Talbot was confined to his room for a
few days last week with a bad cold.
F. E. Holmes and P. E. McCarthy were on
a hunting trip at Pushaw last week.
A great many of the students attended the
Bangor-Portland game at Bangor last Satur-
day.
While at Bangor the Portland football team
visited the campus and spent some time inspect-
ing the different buildings.
Several of the Portland high alumni are
in the university at present.
The following members of the sophomore
class have been chosen by the faculty to take
part in the Prentiss Prize Declamation:
I. M. Bearce, C. J. Giles, H. S. Gregory, J. H.
Quimby, H. S. Taylor, J. H. Sawyer, R. S. •
Baker, H. D. Haley.
Dr. J. J. Lewis was on the campus recently,
visiting his son, Prof. 0. F. Lewis.
Prof. Munson attended the Maine Pomologi-
cal meeting at Dexter last week. His display
of fruit and crysanthemums attracted much
attention.
The engagement is announced of Prof.
Munson to Miss Mattie Allen of Orono. Con-
gratulations.
The new battalion band is progressing finely
tinder the direction of Mr. Adams of Bangor.
Mr. S. P. Graves is in charge of the band at
present. The members have nearly all been
selected and regular practice is now the order
of the day.
On Tuesday morning in chapel the various
committees on arrangements for the special
train to Bowdoin reported amid much en-
thusiasm. Let's make Nov. 16 a red letter
day.
The interior of the machine shop has been
undergoing an overhauling during the last
week. The small steam engine has been belted
direct to the main shaft, thus saving the bother
of changing a belt every time the large engine
was run and the machinery in the shop was
not in use.
Everybody is waiting eagerly for Thanks-
giving recess. Are you going home to help
eat the family turkey?
Alan L. Bird, 'oo, was seen on the campus a
few days ago. He is studying law in Houlton.
The tickets to Bowdoin on the special train
are limited to 350.
AUTUMN DAYS.
Once we were glad. The year was young;
'Twas when the smiling spring had sprung;
But now it's old, for, sad to tell,
The melancholy fall has fell.
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INITIATES.
Following is a list of some of the members
of the various fraternities who have
initiated this year:
KAPPA SIGMA.
0. W. Trask, '05.
R. R. Drummond, '05.
A. S. Chalmers, '05.
C. M. Hamlin, '05.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA.
P. R. Moody, '05.
P. M. Cowen, '05.
F. Flanders, '05.
J. A. McDermott, '05.
F. E. Leonard, '05.
G. W. Beattie, '05.
PHI KAPPA SIGMA.
F. L. Douglass, '03.
W. B. Manson, '05.
C. H. Lang, '05.
C. E. Abbott, '05.
C. A. Woods, '05.
PHI GAMMA DELTA.
E. K. Hilliard, '05.
R. H. Fifield, '05.
A. AV. Collins, '05.
J. N. Merrill, '05.
L. H. Mitchell, '05.
J. F. Pooler, '05.
N. R. Perkins, '05.
D. Smith, '05.
C. Smith, '05.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON.
J. W. Crow, '05.
P. E. French, '05.
A. S. Huot, '05.
H. D. Mansur, '05.
E. B. Silvernail, '05.
R. P. Wilson, '05.
DELTA RHO.
A. S. Ward, '05.
E. L. Cowen, '05.
C. A. Pennell, '05.
A. G. \\Talker, '05.
been
THE MUSICAL CLUBS.
With the success of last year to look back
upon, the musical clubs this year have lost no
time in getting underway.
The first concert will be given in Orono
Nov. 23.
R. C. Baker has been elected leader of the
Glee Club and Prof. K. P. Harrington director,
under whose combined supervision it is doing
tine work. The prospects are very good as
there are from sixteen to twenty men out at
every rehearsal.
The instrumental clubs under the leadership
of E. L. Baker are also doing good work.
Manager Hinchliffe has been to Aroostook
county and arranged for concerts in Brown-
ville, Patten, Caribou, Presque Isle and Fort
Fairfield. This trip is expected to take place
about Dec. 1.
The following men have been chosen for
the clubs :
First tenors: H. J. Hinchliffe, J. H. Mc-
Clure, T. Thatcher, R. R. Drummond, C. L.
Kittredge. Second tenors: A. E. Silver,
G. L. Soderstrom, C. D. Kittredge, E. L.
Baker. First bases: F. W. Kallom, A. D.
Case, S. E. Patrick, W. Fullom. Second
bases: E. C. Brown, C. D. Smith, R. II.
Flynt, R. C. Baker. Substitutes, second tenors,
Munsen; first bass, Ames;. second bass,
McFarlane.
MANDOLIN CLUB.
First mandolin: Dorticos, Taylor, Baker,
Silver, Alton, Collins. Second mandolins:
Chandler, Drummond, McClure, Thomas.
Guitars: Kittredge, Huot, Jones, Case.
Cello: Sprague.
BANJO CLUB.
First banjo: Flynt, Baker, Huot. Second
banjo: Dorticos, Wilson. Guitars: Kittredge,
Jones, Case. Substitutes: Clark, Moody.
44
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PRESIDENTS IN COUNCIL.
The forty-fifth annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Colleges in New England was in
session at Trinity College, Nov. 8 and 9.
The association is composed of New Eng-
land college presidents and one member of the
faculty of each as a delegate. The association
meets annually at each college in turn and the
members are the guests of the college where
t he meetings are held. The association met at
Trinity College in 1888, and last year at Clark
University, 'Worcester. The president of the
college whose guests the members of the asso-
ciation are presides over the meetings, which
are devoted to the discussion of problems of
college management, the curriculum, etc.
The object of the association is the inter-
change of views on the government and ad-
ministration of seats of learning, such as elec-
tives or obligatory studies, discipline, executive
management, control by the faculty and various
matters which affect all 'collegiate institutions.
it has been found that much good results from
these meetings, will bring the several colleges
into closer relations and tend to unite them in a
bond of sympathy. The subjects to be dis-
cussed are arranged beforehand, so that each
member in attendance comes prepared to take
part in the discussion of such topics as he is
particularly interested in. The meetings are
otherwise informal and the discussion is of a
general character as a rule. There are no
written papers and the meeting avoids the
formality of passing resolutions or taking any
formal recorded action. It is known, however,
that the views of members on important
matters, as expressed at these meetings, bring
forth fruit frequently in the management and
control of college represented in the associa-
tion.
Those present, with the colleges they repre-
sent, are as follows:
Harvard University—President Charles W.
Eliot, LL. D.; Morris H. Morgan, Ph. D., pro-
fessor of philology.
Yale University—President Arthur Twin-
ing Hadley, LL. D.; T. D. Seymour, LL. D.,
professor of Greek.
Brown University—President W. H. P.
Faunce, D. D.; Professor Lorenzo Sears,
L. H. D.
Williams College—Acting President John
H. Hewitt, LL. D.; Orlando M. Fernald,
LL. D., professor of Greek.
Amherst College—Elijah P. Harris, Ph. D.,
LL. D., professor of chemistry.
Trinity College—President G. Williamson
Smith, D. D.; Flavel S. Luther, Ph. D., pro-
fessor of mathematics.
Wesleyan University—President Bradford
Paul Raymond, D. D., LL. D.; William North
Rice, Ph. D., LL. D., professor of geology.
Dartmouth College—President William
Jewett Tucker, D. D.; Ernest Fox Nichols,
S. C. D., professor of physics.
Tufts College—President Elmer H. Capen,
D. D.; Professor Edwin C. Bolles, Ph. D.,
lecturer in English history.
Boston University—President William F.
Warren, LL. D.; J. R. Taylor, A. M., professor
of Greek.
Bowdoin College—President William De-
Witt Hyde, D. D.; C. C. Hutchins, A. M.,
professor of physics.
Clark University—Professor William E.
Story.
University of Vermont—President Matthew
Henry Buckham, D. D.; Professor George E.
Howes, Ph. D.
Middlebury College—President Ezra Brain-
ard, LL. D.; W. E. Howard, LL. D., professor
of political science.
President G. Stanley Hall of Clark Univer-
sity was unable to atend.
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES.
1 he time spent in a visit to the Horticultural
Building is not wasted even if one is not par-
ticularly interested in that branch of the college.
The display of crysanthemums and carnations
is very beautiful and Mr. Shaw, who has had
them in charge, is to be congratulated on his
success.
One entire room is devoted to crysanthe-
mums and their beauty cannot be properly
described. There are about thirty varieties
and blossoms of nearly every color. Some of
the large yellow and white ones are from six
to eight inches in diameter, with stems four
feet in length. Considerable attention has
been paid to this flower and the culture of so
many varieties is for the purpose of finding
those best suited for cultivation in this part
of the country. While the flowers are not
raised as a money-making scheme, a ready
sale is found for them. The demand is particu-
lz,rly good at Thanksgiving, as many students
carry a few choice blossoms home with them
as a present to their lady friends. It is usually
impossible to fill the demand but as there are
over three thousand blossoms at present it
seems as though every one who desired it could
have a fine bouquet this year.
Another room is filled with carnations and
their sweet perfume is in evidence in the air.
There are about five hundred of these plants
and some of the larger blossoms are three
inches across them. There are a wide range
of colors shown which give a very pleasing
cffect. The same experiment with the different
varieties is being tried as with the crysanthe-
mums.
The next room contains plants which are a
little more prosy than the foregoing, though
perhaps as practical, about three hundred
tomato plants. This experiment in hybrid
tomatoes is quote extensive and consists in the
crossing of different varieties to obtain new
varieties which shall possess the favorable char-
acteristics of both.
Besides these plants mentioned there are the
usual number of palms, ferns and smaller
flowers.
The work of the horticultural department is
not entirely unrecognized, as a recent editorial
in the Rural New Yorker shows. This edi-
torial spoke of the fine exhibit made by the
Maine Pomological Society at the Pan-Ameri-
can. This exhibit was largely made up from
the University of Maine and was in the hands
of Prof. NV. M. Munson. This article states
that the Maine display attracted much atten-
tion and was one of the very best in Horticul-
tural Hall. A recent letter to Prof. Munson
from the manager of the horticultural depart-
ment at Buffalo states that the Maine exhibit
was awarded two gold medals, one silver medal,
fourteen bronze medals, and three honorable
mentions. Several of these prizes were won
by the Russian apples sent by our horticultural
department.
At present an experiment is being carried on
with blueberries. Prof. Munson is endeavor-
ing to produce a variety that will be better
suited to cultivation than any that we now
have. The Experiment Station has recently
issued an extensive bulletin on the blueberry
and it is expected that good results will be
obtained from these experiments.
Prof. Munson has several other experiments
which he intends to try in the near future,
which relate to orcharding and a study of soils.
MILITARY.
Work in the military department is progress-
ing rapidly. The sophomore class began to
drill Nov. i and now both they and the fresh-
men are well advanced in the manual of arms.
The uniforms have been shipped from the
manufacturer's and the entire battalion will be
in uniform by Thanksgiving recess.
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The recent military appointments are as fol-
lows:
To be chief of staff with rank of major, Capt.
S.True. To be captain, vice True, promoted,
First Lieut. E. J. Bartlett. To be adjutant
with rank of captain, Sergt. Maj. Fred Collins.
To be first lieutenant, vice Bartlett, promoted,
Second Lieut. Frank E. Pressey. To be first
lieutenant, vice Elliots, appointment cancelled,
Second Lieut. J. C. Warren. To be second
lieutenant, vice Pressey, promoted, Quarter
master Serg. R. M. Connor. To be second
lieutenant, vice Warren, promoted, First Sergt.
P. D. Simpson. To be sergeant major, vice
Collins, First Sergt. E. C. Hartford. To be
first sergeant, vice Simpson, promoted, Sergt.
H. A. Smith. To be first sergeant, vice Hart-
ford, promoted, Sergt. H. V. Sheehan. To be
sergeant, vice Simpson, promoted, Corporal
J. R. McCready.
The above named officers are assigned to
duty as follows:
Company A—First Lieut. F. E. Pressey,
Second Lieut. R. M. Connor, First Sergt. H. A.
Smith, Sergt. Frank McCullough.
Company B—Capt. E. J. Bartlett, First
Lieut. J. C. Warren, Second Lieut. P. D. Simp-
son, First Sergt. H. V. Sheehan.
++++++
"OMEGA MU."
The members of the local chapter of Phi
Gamma Delta are to be congratulated upon the
success of their publication, the "Omega Mu,"
of which brief mention was made in the last
issue of THE CAMPUS.
The book contains 209 pages, elaborately
illustrated with cuts of many prominent alumni
of the chapter, the old Q. T. V. Hall, the Q. T.
V. House, the new Phi Gamma Delta House,
and chapter groups of two and 19or. It is
from the press of C. H. Glass & Co., Bangor, is
well printed upon a handsome laid paper. and
is bound in brown cloth with "Omega Mu'' in
large gilt letters on the front cover.
An interesting historical sketch of the
chapter occupies 29 pages. This begins with
its organization as a chapter of Q. T. V. on
Feb. 28, 1874, and extends to the spring of
190!. Biographical sketches of some of the
most prominent and successful alumni take up
105 pages. Lists are given of the deceased
alumni, with the date of death of each, and of
the alumni members of the prominent engineer-
ing and scientific societies. There is a carefully
compiled directory of all initiates, with class
and degrees, occupation and residence of each,
and it is one of the most valuable features of
the book. It shows that up to the close of the
last college year there had been 299 initiates.
A short sketch of the fraternity is given, with
portraits of a few of its most active and notable
n iembers.
The work is one which every alumnus of the
chapter should certainly possess, and one which
will be of interest and value to many others
as well. The precedent which Phi Gamma
Delta has established in the publication of this
book is one which the other fraternity chapters
at the University of Maine will do well to
follow.
++++++
GYMNASIUM WORK.
Work in the gymnasium for the freshman
and sophomore classes will begin Nov. 18,
under the direction of Physical Director Archer
Grover. The work will consist at first of light
exercises with dumb-bells and Indian clubs and
later heavier practice will be taken up. While
instruction is provided for the two lower
classes only, the upper classmen will probably
be allowed the use of the gymnasium as much
as possible. With military drill and physical
instruction in full blast the gym bids fair to
be a busy place this winter.
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and Monterey, Mass.
Mass.
Mr. Keyes received from Brown University
at its last commencement the degree of Ph. D.,
presenting a thesis entitled Andocides' Connec-
tion with Mutilation of the Hermae at Athens.
The degree was conferred as the result of two
years of recitation work carried on while Mr.
Keyes was principal of Auburn, R. I., High
school, one year of work in residence, and the
thesis. During his course at the Maine State
College, Mr. Keyes showed unusual ability in
mathematics, but gave no special attention to
the languages. These facts render his later
achievements in the study of Greek and Latin
all the more noteworthy.
'92.
W. R. Butterfield visited friends on the
campus last week.
'85.
Austin H. Keyes has resigned his position as
vice-principal of the New Hampshire State
Normal school to become Superintendent of
Schools for the towns of Lee, Otis, Tyringham
His address is Lee,
Another graduate of the U. of M. has been
called to hold a responsible position. Last
June Lieut. Charles H. Farnham received the
appointment of provisional supervisor in our
eastern possessions. Mr. Farnham came to
the U. of M. from Beverly, Mass., and
graduated from the civil engineering course.
Upon the outbreak of the Spanish war he en-
listed in the Eighth Massachusetts regiment fot
service in Cuba and Porto Rico, going as first
lieutenant of a Beverly company. After his
return he secured a position on the engineering
work in connection with the Nicaraguan canal
and served successfully for fifteen months.
Governor Taft of the Philippines forwarded a
request for twenty capable young men who
were college graduates to superintend the con-
struction of roads and bridges and other g,ov-
eminent work. Mr. Farnham was one of tile
number chosen and he is now engaged in that
work.
While in college Mr. Farnham took an active
part in the college enterprises, being manager
of the base ball team one year and captain of a
company in the military department.
Wednesday evening at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Moore of
Hampden, occurred the marriage of Edward
M. Atwood and Miss Mollie S. Moore. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. D. E. French.
Mr. Atwood is a graduate of the University
of Maine and holds the position of head chemist
in an electrical supply firm doing business in
Chicago, London and New York. The bride
is one of Hampden's most popular young
women. Both young people have the best
wishes of their many friends. They will re-
side in Chicago.
'98
First Lieut. Alfred A. Starbird, 6th U. S.
Artillery, has recently returned to the Uinted
States after 2Y, years service with his regi-
ment in the Philippines and is now stationed
at Fortress Monroe, Va.
R. H. Manson installed and had charge of
the exhibit of the Kellogg Switchboard and
Supply Co. of Chicago at the Pan-American
Exposition during the past summer.
First Lieut. Dana T. Merrill has been trans-
fl-red from the 7th to the 12th U. S. Infantry
and is now in command of Co, A, 12th Infan-
try at Concepcion, Luzon.
Elmer D. Merrill of the Division of Agro3-
tology, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, spent the
summer in the Red Desert, Wind River Mts. and
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Jackson's Hoie country, Wyoming, and in the
Snake river valley, Idaho, pursuing investiga-
tions for the department and was one of the
representatives of the department at the meet-
ing of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at Denver, Colo., the last
eek in August.
Elmer D. Merrill, formerly of Auburn, has
recently been elected a member of the American
Association. of Advancement in Science. Mr.
Merrill after leaving the university where he
served as assistant in natural history for a
while, went to Washington as assistant in the
division of agrostology, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, being closely associated with
Prof. Frank Lamson-Scribner, U. of M., '73,
chief of the division. Mr. Merrill was a dele-
gate to the annual convention of the associa-
tion, to which he has been elected, which was
held in Denver, Col.
'or
Herbert H. Leonard has accepted a position
as draftsman for the Pond Machine Co., 124
Main St., Worcester, Mass.
Frank H. Lowell is drafting at Pocantico
Hills, N. Y.
A. L. Cobb is engaged in wiring at the Uni-
versity of Chicago.
S. E. Woodbury is employed by the Cutler
Hammer Mfg. Co. of Westfield, N. J. He
has charge of the testing of rheostats. Address
in care of the firm.
Mowry Ross has recently returned from the
Pan American exposition and is at present at
his home. Address, West Woodstock, Ct.
EX-'02.
Jesse Towle, who has been employed as
machinist .for the past year, recently spent 3
few weeks with friends in Newport, Me.
44++++
Tufts' victory over U. of M. seems to have
given her courage, for she took Trinity into
camp to the tune of 21-0.
FACULTY RECEPTION.
A meeting of the faculty of the University
of Maine was recently held at the home of
Prof. C. D. Woods at which it was decided to
give a farewell reception and supper to Dr. and
Mrs. Harris before their departure from
Orono. The reception will be held in Alumni
Hall probably on the evening of Nov. 26, and
invitations will be extended to all the members
of the faculty, undergraduates and towns-
people.
Only the members of the faculty giving the
supper and their wives and a few former mem-
bers of the faculty with President and Mrs.
Ilan-is will be present at the supper. The time
and place have not been definitely settled,
though probably the supper will be held at the
Mt. Vernon House.
Committees for the arrangements for the re-
ception and supper are Prof. Woods and Prof.
Stevens. Prof. Munson is chairman of a com-
mittee to arrange for the floral decorations for
the reception and supper.
++++++
ISN'T THIS RIGHT?
You should subscribe 10 THE CAMPUS be-
cause it is the only college paper.
Because it furnishes the only complete his-
tory of your college home and you cannot pro-
cure it after you leave college.
Because it is as important a representative
of the college in its field as the football team
and deserves the same support.
Boston Tech seems to be striving to get back
into athletics. The school voted not to have
a football team this fall, but there are no less
than five organized elevens playing the game at
the present time.
The last issue of "The Colby Echo" states
explicitly that the death of Frank Bigelow, a
member of the Colby 'varsity, was not due to
football injuries, but rather to an unattended
cold.
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1903 PRISM.
\Vork has begun upon the 1903 Prism and
a meeting of the board was held Monday,
Nov. 4, and different plans proposed for the
interest of the annual. The board desires to
receive the support of the students, alumni and
friends of the university as they undertake to
make this year's book a success.
It is impossible for a few members of the
junior class to pick up all the interesting matter
that is constantly being heard of by different
members of the university and under these
circumstances the following plan has been de-
cided upon. To the one passing in the five
best "Grinds" upon any member or members
of the student body, including the students of
the Law School, will be given a copy of the
Prism. These "Grinds" should be written and
placed in an envelope and handed to either
W. Lee Cole or the editor-in-chief. The
"Grinds" will be numbered by them and
brought before the members of the board who
will decide upon their merits. The strictest
secrecy will be maintained and the prize will
be awarded without partiality. All "Grinds"
should be passed in before Feb. 15, 1902.
The artist desires to say that he would be
pleased to receive the aid of any who have
ability in that direction. The attention of the
underclass men are called to this especially.
Next year a new artist will be chosen from the
members of the sophomore class and, although
appointed by the editor-in-chief, will be chosen
from those doing the best work in this line.
Those wishing to compete should give their
name to the artist and have him n give them
something to do.
A great deal of talk has always been made
tipon the almost unavoidable lateness of the
Prism, sometimes from one cause and some-
times by another. This year the board intends
to have the book ready for distribution by the
first of April. This can be done very easily if
each one upon whom it depends will do their
little part. It should be the aim of the "Board"
to make this Prism the best and most useful
annual ever published at the University of
Maine.
++4444
NOTICE.
There will be a special meeting of the Uni-
versity of Maine Alumni association at the
Bangor House, Bangor, Friday, Nov. 22, at
7.30 p. m., for the election of a university trus-
tee to succeed Hon. W. T. Haines (term about
to expire and not eligible for re-election), and
for any other business which may legally come
before the meeting.
This date is that of the farewell banquet to
Dr. Harris by the Penobscot Valley Alumni
association, at which it is hoped there may be a
large attendance.
L. C. Southard, President,
Ralph K. Jones, Cor. Sec.
++++++
AMONG THE COLLEGES.
The University of Vermont is a state insti-
tution and compares very favorably with Maine
in regard to courses of study and number of
udents.
The Brown-Dartmouth game on Nov. 23
promises to be an interesting game, in spite
of the fact that Brown is considered weaker
this year than for several seasons.
The University of Pennsylvania is contem-
plating sending a crew to Henley again next
year. Let us hope that they will go the Eng-
lishmen one better next time.
George Washington was the first man to re-
ceive the degree of LL. D. from Harvard.
Mr. Rockefeller has donated over $9,000,000
to the University of Chicago fund.
Cornell allows her musical clubs a standing
fund of $18,000 every year.
7.741111
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ATHLETICS.
MAINE, 29; COLBY, o.
Saturday, Nov. 9, the team played Colby in
Waterville, winning by a score of 29 to 0.
Many conflicting rumors as to the strength of
the Colby team were in circulation, and the
general feeling amongst the students was that
they would be fully as strong as when they
played in Orono earlier in the season. This
feeling was justified by the fine showing made
by them in their game with Bates the week
previous, when they played their opponents to
a standstill in the first half only to be overcome
in the second, when their poor condition made
itself manifest. Our team was not over-
confident and went on the field prepared for a
hard game.
For about twenty minutes before the game
was called it rained quite hard, rendering some
parts of the field very slippery and making it
hard for the players to keep their feet. But
the sun came out soon after, so that the grounds
xvere in fairly good condition when the game
began.
Maine kicked off to Colby, and the ball was
downed on their fifteen yard line. Here
Colby started a series of line-bucking plays by
means of which they carried the ball to the
middle of the field, where Maine took a brace
and held for downs. Little Bailey gave the
signal for the famous "formation," etc., etc.,
giving the ball to Taylor on the first play.
Taylor ran up to the line and planted the ball
down with no gain, and Colby's supporters
nearly went wild with joy. "Look at that,"
cried one enthusiast, "our boys held them the
first thing." Almost instantly, however, the
tumult ceased, and in its place an omnious hush
appeared, for before the Colby team could line
up the fleet Parker was speeding around their
left end with the precious pigskin tucked safely
under his left arm, and a solid wall of inter-
ference between him and any hostile player
who might essay to stop him in his flight
toward the enemy's goal. Not until nine chalk
lines had passed under his feet was he brought
to earth on a fierce tackle by the Colby full-
back. Forty-five yards on the first play was
not so bad, and the few faithful followers of
the light blue who were gathered along
the side lines breathed easy for the first time
since the game began. But right here Colby
got the ball in some unaccountable way and
forced it up the field again. Then the sturdy
Maine line stiffened and held, and it was once
more Maine's ball on Colby's forty-five yard
line. Taylor took twenty around left end,
Parker reeled off fifteen more on the other end,
and the ball was now on the ten yard line.
"Dorticos right," sang out Bailey; a few
signals, the ball was snapped, and the big
captain crashed through the opposing team and
carried the ball over the line and back of the
goal posts. He kicked the goal and the score
was: Maine, 6; Colby, o.
Colby kicked off and the ball was brought
back by Maine to their own thirty-five yard
line. Steady gains through the line, varied by
cccasional end runs by Parker and Taylor,
brought the ball steadily up the field until it
was pushed over for the second touchdown.
Dorticos failed to kick an exceedingly difficult
goal. Score: Maine, ii; Colby, o. Maine
was well on her way toward another touchdown
when the half ended with the ball on Colby-'s
forty yard line.
Elliot took Duren's place at left guard at
the beginning of the second half, which was the
only change made in the line-up. Colby kicked
off to Dorticos who ran the ball back about
twenty yards. The sturdy backs of the
"Maine" team then ploughed through or
hurdled the opposing line for steady gains, the
final effort being a beautiful thirty-five yard
run by Parker for a touchdown. Dorticos
kicked the goal and the score was: Maine, 17;
Colby, o.
Colby again kicked to Dorticos who ran the
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ball back to the middle of the field. The Colby
men were being steadily borne back, until,
when on the thirty yard line, a mix-up in the
signals caused a loss of several yards. It was
then third down and about twelve to gain.
Right here came the play of the day. Webber
made a little punt out to one side and Bean,
who was onside when the kick was made, was
down like a flash after the ball, which was
bouncing along toward Colby's goal line. The
opposing fullback was also after the ball, and
just as he was about to spring for it, Bean
leaned forward and tried to pick it up, but
the ball received a sudden impetus and the
Colby man fell,—not on the ball, anyway.
Meanwhile Bean chased the ball over the goal
line, and, falling on it, made his first touch-
down for "Maine." The goal was easy.
Score: Maine, 23; Colby, o.
The kick-off again went to Dorticos, but
the ball took a bad bound and got by him,
and it was finally downed on Maine's fifteen
yard line. Once more that ruthless hammer-
ing at the Colby line was started and the ball
was going up the field yards at a time when
Colby got the ball for holding in the line.
Maine immediately recovered the ball, how-
ever, and fine gains by Taylor, Webber and
Dorticos carried the ball to Colby's thirty yard
line, from which Parker made another fine run
around right end for a touchdown. He went
over the line right in the corner of the field,
making it necessary to punt out for the try
for goal. Dorticos kicked out to Bailey, and
then kicked an exceedingly difficult goal,
making the score 29 to o. In the few remain-
ing minutes of play, Colby once got possession
c.f the ball near the center of the field, but
were immediately obliged to kick. Time was
called with the ball in Maine's possession near
the middle of the field.
As was expected, Keene was the star per-
former for Colby, he making nearly all their
gains and getting in some fine tackles.
For Maine, the whole team played clean,
hard football from the start. The three backs,
Parker, Taylor and Webber, played the best
game they have yet this season, handling
the ball cleanly at all times, and often making
their distance after being tackled. Captain
Dorticos was a sure ground gainer and the
Colby line weakened perceptibly before his
terrific plunges, especially in the last half.
Little Bailey played a star game at quarter
and ran the team in great shape all through the
game. Taken all in all, it was the most satisfac-
tory game played thus far this season. The
lineup :
Maine.
Bean 
Towse r t 
Sawyer r g.
Rackliffe 
 c.
Duren (Elliot) 1 g
Dorticos (Bearce)
Cole 
Bailey 
Taylor
Parker
Webber (Dorticos)
Colby.
Cotton
Taylor (Joy)
Clark
Larson
Washburn
. . I. t. Thyng
I. e Haggerty
9. 1). Priest
1 11 1) Dudley
r h b Drew
f. b. Keene
Score, U. of M., 29. Touchdowns, Dorticos,
Bean, Parker, 3. Goals from touchdowns,
Dorticos, 4. Umpire, Halliday, Dartmouth.
• Referee, Kelley, Portland. Linesmen, Leigh-
ton, Colby; Beattie, U. of M. Time 20M. and
I5m. halves.
SPEAREN'S INN, 5; TEDDY ROOSE-
VELTS, 0.
On the C. of M. campus Saturday forenoon
occurred what was probably the best game of
football ever played there ( ?). The contest
was between the renowned Spearen's Inn
eleven and the valiant players representing the
iirq floor of Oak Hall, under the efficient
management of "The Duke." Neither team
had been scored on before this season and each
was confident of victory. The S. I. team was
greatly strengthened by picked men from the
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second and third floors of the dormitory and
accompanied by a band of rooters who occupied
special seats in the grandstand. The home
team was gallantly supported by a large num-
ber of local admirers.
Spearen's kicked off and T. R. dropped the
ball when a player from the former team fell on
it. T. R. held for downs and then steadily ad-
vanced the ball nearly across the field, then lost
it on downs. The play then see-sawed across
the field until the end of the first half. Many
sensational and spectacular features were in-
troduced during this part of the performance.
One of the S. I's. had his pantaloons partially
torn off necessitating his going into • drydock
for repairs. Manson, the famous Gardiner
High halfback, recently signed by Spearens,
was tackled from behind by the opposing mana-
ger and his sweater stretched out several yards.
In the second half the T. R.'s kicked off. The
ball was brought steadily back up the field until
the right half went around the T. R.'s left end
for a touchdown. The try at a goal failed.
The play began to warm up about this time.
Connor retired with a broken nose and Rogers
was put out by a severe blow in the face. The
T. R.'s were working the ball well down the
field when the end of the second half came.
The lineup:
Spearen's Inn Teddy Roosevelt
Rogers, 1. e r. e., Thomas
Lang, I. t  r. t., Mansfield
Mosher. 1. g r. g., Trafton
Churchill, c c. Monk
Davis, r. g I. g., Quimby
Phipps, r. t I. t., Herbert
Rogers, r. e., 1. e., Webster
Manson, I. h. b r. h. b., Curran
French, r. h. b I. h. b., Connor
Sweetser, f. b f. b., Small
Hewett, q. b q b., Ward
Score,—S. I., 5; T. R., o. Umpire, Wiley.
Referee, Thatcher. Linesmen, McIntire and
Sebury. Timers, Wood and Averill. Time,
tz and to minute halves.
TELEPHONE 417-5. P. 0. BOX 1122.
THREE DOORS ABOVE COMMERCIAL OFFICE.
R. R. TICKETS
AND MILEAGE.
AYER & COMPANY,
TICKET BROKERS,
NO. 89 MAIN ST..
BANGOR, MC.
A Well Dressed Man
Is more particular about his neckwear
than anything else. Its always in evi-
dence.
Our Spring Styles Are Ready.
Get our prices on Dress Suits. You
will be well dressed.
"THE HUB"
Harry D. Stewart,
rtorse, Oliver Bid, State and Exchange Sta.
"Come in and See Us." We enjoy Callers.
Eyes Cested 'free
By a Regular Graduate in Optics
Solid Gold Frames, warranted $3.85
Gold Filled Frames, warranted  1.00
50
Best Spherical Lenses per pair 50c to $1.00
Arthur Allen Optical Co., L .1oBSIVe (elgsRati _tore2.8NM AIN
Steel or Nickel Frames. warranted
WARREN GRAFFAM,
DEALER IN
Second . Hand . and . Antique. Furniture,
Stoves, Carpets of All Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
WSpecial Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
and Jobbing.
44 CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR, ME.
Students, patronize those who patronize us.
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EDITORIALS.
JUDGING 
from an editorial in the Bowdoin
Orient, the Bowdoin men were much
pleased with the behavior of the students
from Maine on the day of. the game. This
fact is not surprising to anyone who was
present at that time. It would be difficult to
find 300 students from any institution who
placed in the same position and under the same
circumstances, would conduct themselves in a
more pleasing manner. We are not claiming
that the University of Maine students are ex-
amples of goodness but they did simply their
duty and showed a courtesy to the college they
visited. It seems to us that a more universal
extension of this same courtesy would be bene-
ficial to the Maine colleges. At present the
University of Maine seems to be on the best
of terms with the other Maine colleges and it
is to be earnestly hoped that this pleasing condi-
tion of affairs will continue.
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pOSSIBLY some of the readers of THECAMPUS may think that a little too
much space is devoted in this issue to
athletics, but we feel that the greater part of
the alumni, at least, will be interested in a re-
view of the season's work in athletics and will
naturally question the strength of the football
team for next year. As football will be a little
out of date by the time of our next issue, judg-
ing from the wintery look of the campus at
present, we will do the football subject up
brown while we are at it.
..st
THE football season of 19oi is at an end.Another page has been added to the his-
tory of the University of Maine and
again we feel the satisfaction of a good work
well done. As we look backward over our
record this fall, and realize all that the exist-
ence of the team has brought into our student
life, our work, our moments of discourage-
ment, our sacrifices are all forgotten in the
triumphant result of the season's work.
That the work of the team is regarded as
worthy of recognition is perhaps well shown
by the numerous newspaper comments. Among
these is an editorial in the Waterville Evening
Mail, which presents the facts in so clear and
pleasing a manner that we take pleasure in re-
printing it. The fact that this paper spoke
so highly of our team shows that it has won
respect and admiration beyond our own institu-
tion. The editorial is as follows:
"The question of which Maine college is
entitled to the distinction of having the best
football team this season was authoritatively
settled at Brunswick on Saturday, Nov. 16,
when the University of Maine eleven, already
victorious over Colby and Bates, defeated Bow-
doin by a decisive score. Bowdoin was plainly
outclassed, getting a worse drubbing than she
received .at the hands of Bates, although she
did succeed in scoring in Saturday's game,
something she could not do against Bates.
The University of Maine has won its title as
champion fairly and squarely. It started the
season with some excellent football material,
big, sound fellows, who could stand hard work
and a good deal of it, and this material has
been from the first in the hands of a competent
coach. Besides these points in the team's
favor, it has been well supported by the
loyal and enthusiastic undergraduates and
alumni of the university. It is from such com-
binations as these that winning teams result.
The victors have played a fast but fair game
and have won the respect of those who have
watched them from the side lines as well as of
those who have played against them."
.„
A COLLECTION of 130 colored photo-graphs, including the points of interest
to the tourist in the country
of the "Yankees of the East" and illus-
trating the manners and customs of the
Japanese, their principal occupations, their art,
architecture and scenery is to be on exhibition
in the library commencing with this week and
continuing up to the fifteenth of December. Of
pictures showing the occupations of the people,
one series represents the culture of rice from
the first stage, that of preparing the ground
for planting, to the cleaning and packing. An-
other series shows the various stages of silk
culture from the care of the silk worms to the
manufacture of the most delicate silken fabrics.
Men and women are alike employed in these
labors. Minor employments are illustrated in
the figures of the former with straw rain cloak,
the carpenters, the vegetable peddler, the flower
seller, the umbrella maker, etc.
The Japanese excel as painters of flowers, as
they also excel in their cultivation. Among
the beautiful flower pictures are the lotus,
cherry blossoms, the almond, the peony,
chrysanthemums and an iris garden.
Other views represent • Japanese; the wed-
ding ceremony; a funeral procession with the
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mourners clothed in white; modes of traveling
—the jinrikisha and the traveling chair; and
their festivals, most interesting of which is the
Doll Festival, devoted to girls and doll festivi-
ties.
These pictures are the property of the
Library Art club. This club, which has its
headquarters in Cambridge, Mass., has its
membership composed of libraries and art clubs
throughout the country. It obtains these col-
lections of pictures and sends them to the dif-
ferent libraries and clubs which are on the
membership role, that they may be exhibited.
The University Guild has joined this Library
Art Club and as a result various collections of
pictures will be on exhibition in the library
during the year, this colelction of Japanese
pictures being the first. It will be well worth
te hwhile of every student to examine these
pictures.
++++++
MUSICAL CLUBS.
The musical clubs made their first appear-
ance this season on Saturday evening, Nov. 23,
in the chapel in Alumni hall. Delegations
were present from Bangor, Orono and Old
Town and a fair sized audience greeted the
clubs at their appearance. Considering this
was the first concert, a very good program was
carried out. The instrumental clubs were
generally conceded to be equal or better than
last year, while the glee club and reading were
regarded as fairly good.
After the concert six pieces of Pullen's or-
chestra furnished music for a social dance in
the gymnasium which was greatly enjoyed
by all.
The clubs are putting in some hard practice
now and expect to give the best series of con-
certs in the near future that the U. of M. clubs
have ever given, The program as given was
as follows;
PROGRAM.
Part I.
I. Glee and Mandolin Clubs,
Hurrah Boys Lacalle
2. Mandolin Club,
Prize of Victory Scouton
3. Reading—Mr. Harold Dudley Greeley,
At Miss Bill's Dinner Table.. . .Bangs
4. Glee Club,
Eldorado  Pinsuti
5. Cello Solo—Mr. A. W. Sprague.
Part II.
1. Glee Club,
Honey I Want Yer Now.. . . Collin Coe
-,. Banjo Club,
Frogville Echoes Teasdale
3. Readings—Mr. Harold Dudley Greeley,
At the Stroke of the Hour Zack
How the Hungry Man Was Fed 
Richard Harding Davis
4. Mandolin Club,
Ghost Patrol.
5. Glee Club,
Campus Song, Arr. by Faulkland Lewis
++++++
AMONG THE COLLEGES.
At the Cornell-Indian game played in the
Stadium at Buffalo, Cornell had an organized
rooters' club of 2500 strong.
The enrollment of students at Harvard this
year is 4043, while the number at Princeton is
1400. 
Tuftshad difficulty in defeating Worcester
Tech, the score being 12-0. Twice during the
game Tech had the ball on Tufts' one yard
1;ne.
Harvard fooled the wise ones this year.
There is but one game at Harvard and that is
the Yale game. Harvard had a very evenly
developed team,. and won because of her better
physical condition, also better team work.
Yale has an enrollment of 2680, which is an
increase of 178 over last year.
seined in Lehigh, a college of about 400
students.
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Xmas next!
Basket ball is beginning to
attract the attention of quite a
number of the students. It
ought to become a popular game
with the new "Gym."
Work has begun on the frame for the boiler
house. Oak Hall men are anxiously waiting
its completion and the starting of the new
boiler.
A. W. Batchelder, '02, has returned home
for a few weeks; he will return to college after
the Xmas recess.
The new uniforms have come and were de-
livered to the students on Monday, Nov. 25.
Gen. Runkle has called attention to the fact
that when any part of the uniform is worn, the
whole uniform must be worn also.
It looks as though the Freshmen-Sophomore
football game would not come off this fall. It
would be a step toward the right direction to
play it next spring so as to arouse a little en-
thusiasm in football to bind over until fall.
The football squad had their pictures taken
on Wingate steps Thursday forenoon. The
eleven went to Bangor and had their pictures
taken on Saturday.
Coach Farley bid the student body farewell
Thursday morning, Nov. 21. His words were
full of good instruction and encouragement.
He will he missed by us all and we all hope for
his return next year. Too much cannot be
said in his favor and the student body best
show their appreciation of his worth by their
unanimous desire for his return.
It is expected that work vill begin with the
track team soon after Thanksgiving recess.
Capt. Harris may arrange for some new races
and every man should "get into" track work
as the men did in football.
A new furnace has been installed in the
horticultural building.
A driveway from Alumni Hall to the main
drive in front of Coburn Hall has been laid
out.
It is planned to plant a heavy row of ever-
green trees on each side of the road from the
campus boundary to the waiting station. This
will make the entrance to our college grounds
much more attractive.
A meeting of the Junior Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering society was held
Nov. 5 and the following officers
elected for the coming year: Presi-
dent, J. H. McCready; vice president,
P. H. Harris; secretary and treasurer, R. H.
White. These meetings were found of much
value to the juniors and seniors in these two
courses during last year and it is hoped a suc-
cessful series of meetings may be held this year.
Don't forget to come and see how you like it.
At a meeting of the football men Wednes-
day night Capt. Dorticos was re-elected for
the coming year. We wish him the same suc-
cess next year. Nine out of ten is not too bad.
It is rumored that the battalion may hold a
military reception and dance about Feb. 22.
A large number of the students did not go
home at Thanksgiving as Christmas recess is
so near.
The divisions of the freshman and sopho-
more classes are at work in the gymnasium
at, a regular exercise now.
The bowling alley still holds its attractions
judging from the crowd always present.
Joker—The faculty hain't a going to run
the bowling alley any longer.
Easy-mark—What is the trouble? What
do they want to shut that down for?
Joker—It's regulation lengths now.
Co. B was the first to don its new uniforms.
It christened them on Nov. 25.
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H. W. Kneeland represented THE CAMPUS
as athletic editor at the Colby and Bowdoin
games.
P. H. Mosher, '02, made a business trip to
Massachusetts during the recent vacation.
H. 0. Farrington, '02, will extend his
Thanksgiving recess until after Christmas.
Coach Farley left Friday, Nov. 22, and was
present at the Yale-Harvard game on the fol-
lowing day.
H. W. Chadbourne, '02, did not return to
college at the end of the Thanksgiving recess.
He will extend his visit until about Christmas.
4,14. 27
FAREWELL RECEPTION TO PRES
AND MRS. HARRIS.
The University of Maine chapel was the
scene of a farewell reception to Pres. and Mrs.
A. W. Harris last Monday evening. The affair
was under the direction of the faculty. Many
people from Bangor, Orono and Old Town
were in attendance during the evening. The
severe storm kept many guests away, Bangor
people especially.
The chapel was beautifully decorated with
plants and evergreens and blue bunting was
tastefully draped from the huge rafters and
around the walls of the room. The stage
scemed a big bed of chrysanthemums and on
the choir gallery were potted plants bearing
flowers of all colors.
The reception committee stood in the north
end of the chapel on a huge rug in front of a
bower of evergreens and ferns. Prof. and
Mrs. Allen E. Rogers officiated as host and
hostess, representing the faculty. Next came
Pres. and Mrs. Harris, as the invited guests of
the evening, Hon. and Mrs. Henry Lord and
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Fernald were the others in
the line. The guests were introduced by
Harold S. Boardman. The following mem-
bers of the faculty acted as ushers: Fred H.
\Tose, Roscoe M. Packard, Archer L. Grover
and Clinton S. Cole.
The guests began to arrive soon after
8 o'clock and continued until Io o'clock.
Nearly every student was present during the
evening. The seniors came first and were fol-
lowed by the juniors, sophomores and fresh-
men at short intervals.
Light refreshments were served at the lower
end of the chapel by Misses Geneva R. Hamil-
ton, Ola Perry, Clara B. Pope and Annie Snow.
Four members of Pullen's orchestra under the
leadership of Harold C. Sawyer rendered ex-
cellent music during the evening. The
musicians occupied a position on the stage be-
hind a garden of flowers.
Prof. James S. Stevens was in general
charge of the arrangements of the reception.
He was assisted by the decorating committee
consisting of Prof. W. M. Munson, Mrs. ). S.
Stevens, Mrs. J. H. Huddilston, Mrs. E. A.
Balentine and Mrs. J. N. Hart; the refreshment
committee composed of Mrs. J. N. Hart, Mrs.
L. H. Merrill and Mrs. J. S.Stevens. The fol-
lowing members of the senior class acted as
ushers in the halls: H. E. Cole, E. S. True,
A. M. Watson, P. E. McCarthy, J. W. Butman
and A. C. Lyon.
A CUP FOR PRES. HARRIS.
During the evening the loving cup that was
presented to Pres. Harris at the faculty meet-
ing in the afternoon was on exhibition at the
front of the stage. The cup was the gat of the
Lenity of the university. It is of silver and
stands nine inches in height and is inscribed
with appropriate words. Prof. Huddilston, in
behalf of the committee of the faculty presented
the cup to Pres. Harris and he responded in a
few fitting words.
444444
A party of students from the Beta Theta Pi
fraternity spent their Thanksgiving recess
hunting at Norcross, where they found game
quite plentiful.
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Miss Lennie Copeland, 'o4, Miss Florence
Balentine, '03, and Miss Marion Wentworth,
'o5, have been initiated into the Phi Gamma
society.
'72.
E. J. Haskell has been appointed to succeed
Hon. NV. T. Haines as trustee of the University
oi Maine. A sketch of his life will be given
in a subsequent issue of THE CAMPUS.
'76.
At the last annual session of the Maine
State Board of Trade held at Rockland Tues-
day, Oct. 15, E. M. Blanding of Bangor, who is
editor of the Industrial Journal, was elected on
the bureau of statistics.
H. V. Starrett is at present touring the state.
gathering materials for the next edition of the
Maine Register, published by G. M. Donovan
of Portland.
The marriage of Oscar L. Grover of Harris-
kirg. Pa.. and Miss Annie L. Wilson of Orono
was so!emnized at the Congregational church,
Orono, on Wednesday, Nov. 20, at i t o'clock.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Wilson and is one of Orono's most
popular and estimable young ladies. The
groom is the son of the late Daniel Grover of
Bethel and a brother of Prof. N. C. Grover oi
the University of Maine. He is at present oc
cupying a position with the Pennsylvania Steel
Co. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Fred Wilson of Andover, Mass., assisted by
Rev. S. L. Bowles of Bangor. Miss Phoebe
Bedlow of Boston acted as bridesmaid. The
couple left on the noon train for their new home
at Harrisburg, Pa.
J. NV. Martin has a position in the engineer-
ing force of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. at
their works in Pueblo, Colorado. His address
is 306 Michigan Avenue, Pueblo.
'96.
Perley Walker, who is taking a post-gradu-
ate course in mechanical engineering at
Cornell university, is seriously ill of typhoid
fever.
B. D. Whitcomb visited friends on the cam-
pus recently.
Among those who attended the footbal con-
test between Bowdoin college and the Univer-
sity of Maine, there was a good showing of
university alumni. Following is a list of the
alumni present: E. L. Watson, 'or; A. F.
Brown, Ex-'oi; C. 0. Porter, 'oo; E. H. Dow,
Ex-'02; H. B. Burns, EX-'02; A. S. Page, '00;
R. C. Wormell, 'or; R. H. Rockwood, Ex-'99;
F. NV. Sawtelle, 98; N. A. Murry, '99; G. T.
Stewart, Ex-'o3; B. J. Woodman, Ex-'o4;
C. NV. Stowell, 'oo.
WHAT THE ALUMNI ARE DOING.
A very interesting subject for investigation
was recently brought to the attention of the
alumni department of THE CAMPUS which
cannot fail to engage the attention of everyone
interested in our institution. The University
of Maine, offering as it does and always has
done, so many (Efferent branches of study, is
as a result represented in a great variety of oc-
cupations. The proportionate number of
graduates of the university engaged in each ot
these occupations has been determined and can
now be presented in statistical form.
Of those who have graduated from our in-
stitution. 485 received their diplomas up to the
year 1897, inclusive. It was not thought safe
to classify later graduates, as in a great many
cases a vocation is not decided upon for a num-
ber of years after graduation. Out of these
485 alumni previously mentioned, 406 are liv-
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ing and their occupations known. In regard
to women student we will only remark that
the great majority of them have discovered the
realms of connubial bliss, and are now employ-
ing their acquired knowledge in scientific
housekeeping. Non-graduates have likewise
been omitted, as the time of attendance of a
non-graduate is rather an indefinite quality,
and may be too short to influence his choice of
a vocation. We may then proceed to our
category as follows:
Civil engineers, or those engaged either as
consulting engineers or in occupations directly
involving' their knowledge of civil engineering,
number 84, or 20 per cent. of the above men
tioned 406.
Mechanical engineers, superintendents of
manufacturing plants, etc., 36, or 9 per cent.
of the whole.
Draftsmen in mechanical and civil engineer-
ing lines, 33.
Those engaged in trade and as business men
number 32.
The law has a comparatively large following,
graduates to the number of 28 having chosen
that profession.
In the large number employed in the teach-
ing forces of educational institutions we see
examples of the success of the university.
These number 26, and nearly all occupy pro-
fessors chairs in their departments. .
Lumbermen, mill owners and manufacturers
number 22.
Physicians number 20.
Academy and high school teachers, and
school superintendents, 19.
Bookkeepers, clerks, etc., 17.
Farmers, nurserymen and ranchmen, 15.
Those engaged in scientific pursuits number
13. The greater part of these are in experi-
ment stations or other government scientific
ii istitutions.
Government colectors, inspectors, revenue
officers, etc., 9.
There are 9 professional chemists,
army officer, i naval officer, 5 druggists,
3 journalists—all editors of papers, 6 clergy-
men, I architect, and 3 electrical engineers.
The statement as to the electrical engineers is
hardly fair to the electrical engineering depart-
ment of the university, as the greatest progress
has been made in that department since 1897,
the last year considered in our category.
All that could not be classed under any of
the preceding heads have been placed under
the head of miscellaneous, and number 23.
These consist mostly of traveling salesmen, in-
surance agents and various other similar voca-
tions.
t-
MAINE ALUMNI DO HONOR TO
PRES. HARRIS.
On Friday evening, Nov. 22, in the large
dining room of the Bangor House there was
gathered more than one hundred prominent
alumni, officers and friends of the University
of Maine to do honor to Dr. A. W. Harris,
who is to retire from the high and responsible
office of president of this institution.
The banquet, which was arranged by the
Penobscot Alumni Association, was one of the
most notable occasions of this nature ever held
in the state; notable because there was
gathered there some of the most prominent
men of our state. The speech-making lastvi
until after midnight and all of the speakers
referred in most glowing terms to Pres. Harris
and the immense amount of valuable work he
has done for the university during his eight
years of presidency.
The gathering was the largest ever held
under the auspices of the Penobscot Valley
association. Some of our most loyal alumni
from all over the state and from without took
advantage of the opportunity to pay their re-
ects to Dr. Harris and join in the general
xpresssion of regret at his departure. In the
absence of Pres. Hyde of Bowdoin from the
. marmormr. 
•
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state that institution was represented by Prof.
T. S. Sewall. Prof. A. NV. Anthony represented
Bates, Pres. Chase of Colby was at the last
minute unable to be present. The alumni rep-
resenting every class from '72 down to 1901
were there, many coming from out of the state
to be present upon this occasion.
Previous to the banquet, a meeting of the
General Alumni association, of which Hon.
L. C. Southard, '75, of Boston is president, was
held in order to select a trustee to represent the
alumni on the board, to succeed Hon. NN'illiam
1'. Haines, whose term has expired. They
were unanimous in the choice of Edwin J. Has-
kell, '72, of Westbrook.
It was after 9 o'clock when the party ad-
journed to the big dining room and took seats
at the long tables which were elaborately deco-
rated Nvith flowers and covered with a pro-
fusion of silver and cut glass. The menu was
not intended to be an elaborate one but was
highly appreciated and was Nvell and quickly
served.
It was about 10.15 o'clock when cigars were
lighted and chairs pushed back in preparation
cf the speeches which were to follow. Pres.
IIarris had a seat on the right of Hon. 'William
T. Haines at the head of the table and seated
at the head of the table were Congressman
Llewellyn Powers, Justice L. A. Emery of the
Supreme court, Mayor Arthur Chapin, Prof.
John S. Sewall and Hon. Henry Lord, presi-
dent of the state board of trade,Prof. A. NV.
Anthony of Bates, while the other guests of the
association were as near the head or with par-
ticular friends in other convenient seats.
The guests included besides those mentioned,
Hon. Henry Mayo, Hampden; Hon. M. C.
Wedgewood, Lewiston; Hon. E. E. Chase of
the governor's council: State Supt. of Schools
NV. W. Stetson of Auburn; Col. J. B. Peaks,
Dover, and Hon. Parker Spofford, Bucksport,
state railroad commissioners; Hon. F. M.
Simpson, Bangor, state assessor; Hon. L. T.
Carleton and Hon. Edgar E. Ring, state fish
and game commissioners; Hon. B. NN'alker Mc-
Keen, secretary of board of agriculture, and
others.
Hon. William T. Haines acted as toast-
master and as he rose to open the exercises
spoke briefly. He mentioned the fact that
eight years ago the U. of M. \ vas a small insti-
tution with about 125 students.
"Today," said Ile, "it stands as a power in
the nation and a credit to the state. All the
prosperity, all the improvement is due to the
unfaltering efforts and untiring energy of Pres.
A. NV. Harris."
His words were greeted with great applause,
after which Hon. Llewellyn Powers of Houlton
was called upon as the first speaker of the
evening. The speaker said that "No man stands
higher as an educator than Dr. Harris and no
man is thought more of by the people."
The other speakers of the evening were
Hon. Arthur Chapin, mayor of Bangor; Justice
L. C. Emery of the Maine Supreme court;
Hon. Henry Lord of Bangor, president of the
board of trustees; Hon. L. C. Southard, '75,
Boston; Prof. John S. Sewall of Bangor, and
member of the board of trustees of Bowdoin
college; Prof. A. NV. Anthony of Bates; State
Supt. of Schools NV. W. Stetson of Auburn;
Dr. W. H. Jordan of New York State Experi-
ment Station; Com'r Carleton; Col. J. B.
Peaks, Dover; lion. J. P. Bass of Bangor, and
ex-Pres. M. C. Fernald of the faculty.
Pres. Harris then made a gracious response
to the kind words that had been said about
him, closing with a voice full of emotion and
with the prayer that God would prosper the
University of Maine.
Letters of regret were received from the fol-
lowing prominent invited guests : Gov. John
F. Hill, Chief Justice Wiswell of Ellsworth,
Att'y Gen. Seiders, Portland, Hon. J. H. Man-
ley, Augusta, and Hon. H. E. Hamlin, Ells-
worth.
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The following in addition to the above list
of guests were present:
E. J. Haskell, '72, Westbrook.
John M. Oak, '73, Bangor.
George H. Hamlin, '73, Orono.
Dr. NV. H. Jordan, '75, Geneva, N. Y.
S. W. Bates, '75, Portland.
Dr. NV. A. Bumps, '75, Dexter.
Freeland Jones, Esq., Ex-'75, Bangor.
Hon. L. C. Southard, '75, Boston.
Col. Charles P. Allen, '76, Presque Isle.
E. M. Blanding, '76, Bangor.
Hon. William T. Haines, '76, Waterville.
Prof. H. M. Estabrooke, '76, Orono.
Charles E. Oak, '76, Bangor.
E. H. Dakin, '77, Bangor.
A. H. Brown, '8o, Old Town.
Prof. J. M. Bartlett, '8o, Orono.
Prof. Walter Flint, '82, Orono.
W. R. Howard, '82, Belfast.
Charles S. Bickford, '82, Belfast.
Frank E. Emery, '83, Skowhegan.
Prof. L. H. Merrill, '83, Orono.
Charles NV. Mullen, '83, Bangor.
Leslie NV. Cutter, '84, Bangor.
Prof. F. L. Russell, '85, Orono.
Prof. J. N. Hart, '85, Orono.
Ralph K. Jones, '86, Orono.
George E. Lull, '86, Great Works.
Dr. Harry Butler, '88, Bangor.
Dr. Ralph H. Marsh, '88, Guilford.
J. Willard Edgerly, '89, Princeton.
Charles A. Dillingham, Ex-'9o, Bangor.
Prof. N. C. Grover, '9o, Orono.
Dr. F. NV. Sawyer, '9o, Bangor.
Hugo Clark, Esq., '90, Bangor.
Edward H. Kelley, '90, Bangor.
George E. Thompson, Esq., '91, Orono.
Prescott Keyes, '91, Bangor.
A. P. Webster, Ex-'91, Orono.
E. T. Hamlin, '93, Bangor.
H. B. Buck, '93, Bangor.
0. J. Shaw, '93, Ludlow, Vt.
Geo. F. Rowe, '93, Bangor.
L. R. Folsom, '95, So. Norridgewock.
H. S. Boardman, '95, Bangor.
William Otis Sawtelle, Ex-'95, Bangor.
Frank H. Damon, '95, Bangor.
0. W. Knight, '95, Bangor.
N. E. Goodridge, Ex-'96, Orono.
S. J. Seward, '96, Orono.
P. D. Sargent, '96, Calais.
S. J. Heath, '97, Bangor.
V. K. Gould, '97, Bangor.
E. R. Mansfield, '99, Orono.
Walter S. Higgins, Ex-'99, Bangor.
Oliver 0. Stover, '99, Westbrook.
H. F. Drummond, 1900, Bangor.
F. H. Mitchell, 19oo, Bangor.
C. D. Holley, 19oo, Orono.
Guy A. Hersey, two, Bangor.
\Valiant H. Whitehouse, Esq., 1900, Old
Town.
George H. Davis, 1901, Orono.
Lewis R. Cary, 1901, Orono.
Samuel D. Thompson, 1901, Bangor.
OTHER MEMBERS OF FACULTY.
Dr. M. C. Fernald, Orono.
Prof. G. A. Drew, Orono.
Prof. A. B. Aubert, Orono.
Prof. George E. Gardner, Bangor.
Gen. Charles Hamlin, Bangor.
Prof. A. E. Rogers, Orono.
Prof. G. M. Gowell, Orono.
Prof. Charles D. Woods, Orono.
Prof. W. E. Walz, Bangor.
Prof. J. S. Stevens, Orono.
Prof. W. M. Munson, Orono.
Gen. B. P. Runkle, Bangor.
Prof. 0. F. Lewis, Orono.
Prof. J. H. Huddilston, Orono.
Philip W. Harry, Orono.
TRUSTEES AND OTHERS.
Hon. Henry Lord, Bangor.
Hon. E. B. Winslow, Portland.
Hon. A. J. Durgin, Orono.
Hon. V. L. Coffin, Harrington.
Hon. S. L. Boardman, Bangor.
Chas. J. Dunn, Esq., Orono.
+44+44
A GREAT DAY.
Scarcely had the gray dawn spread from
the east over the silent snow covered campus,
studded with its white capped evergreen trees
which appealed in this vague light like ghostly
sentinels, when the cheery sound of "We'll roll,
we'll roll the U. of M. along" echoed and re-
echoed through the corridors of the halls and
fraternity houses on the campus. With these
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sounds of festivity came the remembrance to
wearied brains that Nov. 16 was at hand and
the day of the great Bowdoin game. Hasty
preparations were made and a few of the wiser
ones started early for the train at Orono, a
few more succeeded in gaining a foothold on
the trolley car and a large number missed the
car and made a lively sprint for the train of
seven cars which left Orono at 8 o'clock sharp.
At Bangor, while the band entertained the
spectators with several selections, the train was
decorated in a pleasing manner, bearing on
each side the words "University of Maine" and
yards and yards of bunting. Here we also
gained quite an addition to our numbers.
At Newport and Pittsfield stops were made,
cheers were given, selections were played, and
new parties were added to the already goodly
number. The same thing was done at Water-
ville, at Hallowell, at Augusta and it really
began to look as though our seven cars were
none too large.
On arriving at Brunswick the crowd im-
mediately scattered only to bunch up again to
cheer the team at the tithe of the game. The
account of the game is given elsewhere but no
account is given of the way we cheered and
tried to sing and the way Bowdoin did cheer
and did sing and perhaps on the whole it is
just as well there isn't for our singing wasn't
all that a fastidious audience would demand,
owing doubtless to our long journey.
After the game we saved our little demon-
stration until we reached our train and then
we made a little noise just to show Bowdoin
v.-hat we cou!d do. In a short time we ‘'ere
aboard and off for Orono. The football sea-
son was over and we all broke training with
various degrees of completeness. It would be
useess to attempt to descriLe the return to
Orono in complete detail so we leave that to the
imagination of our readers who have been on
similar trips. What if George Durgin did get
rattled at Brunswick and took the train to Yar-
mouth, he got back next week and it wouldn't
do any good to put the boys onto it. What if
the band did play one piece seven times that
day, they made a noise and that's what we all
tried to do. What if "Colonel Stowell's party
of alumni" were mostly the colonel's lady
friends it showed the colonel hadn't changed
since becoming an alumnus and helped out the
general jollity. It would be a poor trip that
didn't have a few instances in it and as we
dragged our weary but thankful bodies up from
the last train from Bangor we felt that the
football season was ended with a bang.
PARTINGS.
To Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Harris.
Sometimes we part amid the summer flowers,
And partings make more cheerless winter's hours;
Not far the sunshine from the coming cloud,
The bridal gown is herald to the shroud.
Today we walk with love—our very own—
Tomorrow, weeping, we may walk alone;
So cloth o'erruling power our lives arrange,
Forever changing in a world of change.
The lesson taught is: they who have the power
To fit the deed harmonious to the hour;
Steadfast in duty's path to firmly tread,
Shall feel Got.'s benediction on their heads.
Shall know the peace which bath no earthly end,
Shall see Time's glories with the F'uture's blend,
Shall leave behind where'er their footsteps NI
The trace of noblest spirit over all.
Along the hillside through the whispering Inc.p 
By placid river where calm waters shine.
Adown the meadows white and cold with snow
When cutting winds with shriek and wail shall blow.
On the fair campus when the roses bloom,
On brightest days, and in night's deepest gloom;
Through all these halls where,youth and manhood tread,
Around, about, beneath and overhead.
Thy spirit life shall glow, shall long endure—
That spirit generous, kindly, good and pure—
And we shall feel it and shall go our wz.ys,
NVith happier hearts therefor, in coming days.
Good bye, good bye! may all the world be fair,
Good fortune greet 3011 smiling everywhere,
You leave behind the imprint of your deeds,
Our hearts go with you where your duty leads.
Ben Piatt Runkle.
Bangor, Me., Nov. 25, 1901.
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ATHLETICS.
On the morning of Nov. 16, a special train
laden with about two hundred and fifty of the
students, faculty and supporters of the Uni-
versity of Maine, pulled out of Orono bound
for Brunswick. The purpose of that entire
delegation was as definite as its destination,
and shone from every face in language there
was no mistaking. The destination was
Brunswick; everyone on the train knew that.
The purpose was to defeat Bowdoin's football
team, and raise the star of the light blue above
that of the white; not a soul but knew that,
also. In a car by themselves sat a group of
about twenty young men, whose faces, harden-
ed and tanned by exposure, plainly showed
that they were not unmindful of the fact that
this whole demonstration was, in a way, due
to them. They were, in fact, the team and
substitutes on whom the whole of eastern
Maine depended to wrest an initial victory
from old Bowdoin that afternoon, and bring
the proud title of football "Champions" to
Orono for the first time. Not a man among
them but felt the responsibility keenly, and
not a one who was not prepared and determined
to do his utmost to accomplish the desired end.
Soon the "special" rolled into Bangor,
where the number of passengers was increased
to about three hundred and fifty, and the
train was gaily decorated with streamers of
blue bunting, while the college band dis-
coursed various selections to an awe stricken
but appreciative audience. After a ten
minute wait, the "University Flyer," as it was
termed by a bystander, again started on its
way; making stops at Waterville, Augusta and
Hallowell to take on several alumni enthusiasts
who had signified their wish to be included in
the happy throng, and arrived in Brunswick
about noon. Here it was met by a band of
Bowdoin students, who cheered their visitors
and were rousingly chereed in return. The
party then broke up in small sections to look
over the campus and other points of interest,
to meet again at the scene of battle two hours
later.
Long before time for the game to begin,
the grandstand on the south side of Whittier
field was filled to overflowing, while along the
north side there were gathered between four
and five hundred more spectators, all eager
for the fray. On the south side the white
predominated, although here and there could
be seen a knot of blue; but on the north side
everything was blue, from the flag defiantly
waving in the hand of the undergraduate to
the little knot of blue ribbon on the coat of the
staid old business man.
Shortly after 2.30, the Maine team, led by
Captain Dorticos, trotted on the field and were
greeted by a terrific cheer from both sides of
the field. Captain Hunt followed immediately
with the Bowdoin team which was also greeted
with cheers from both sides of the field. Both
teams lined up for a short preliniinary prac-
tice, and then the rival captains came to-
gether to decide the toss, Capt. Hunt winning
and choosing the west goal. From this time
on the cheering was almost continuous, each
side trying to outdo the other, the sharp,
snappy Maine yell in marked contrast to the
voluminous B—o—w—d—o--i—n cheer. The
gains at first were short on both sides, but after
a few minutes' play all doubt as to the final
outcome vanished.
When the first touchdown was made for
Maine the scene along the north side of the
field was one to be remembered. The air was
literally filled with blue flags and cheer after
cheer broke forth from the delighted sup-
porters of the blue. Bowdoin supporters also
cheered their team as heartily as ever; and
all through the afternono it was just the same,
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both sides cheering their respective teams,
whether they were gaining or losing ground.
The good feeling existing between the two
institutions was noticeable, and was remarked
by many. Never in a Maine college game has
there been such an exhibition of good natured
rivalry and respect for the other fellows' feel-
ings as was manifest in this contest. Maine
confident, and Bowdoin hopeless, of winning
after the first ten minutes of play, yet nothing
took place which could possibly cause ill feel-
ing between the two.
The field was in very poor condition and
necessitated a line bucking game, as the backs
could not keep their feet well enough for end
runs. While the score, 22-5, represents a de-
cisive victory, it is the general opinion that the
score would have been much larger had the
field been in good condition. The end and
tackle plays have been the greatest ground
gainers for Maine this season, but they were
unable to use them to any great extent in this
game.
After the game was over the entire delega-
tion adjourned to the station and made merry
until the time came to leave, when a parting
cheer was given to Bowdoin, followed by
numerous "Maine" yells.
Short stops were made along the line, and
cheers given at each place, until there was no
doubt in any mind from Brunswick to Bangor
as. to who had won. It was a "Maine" day all
around and no doubt marks a new era in
athletics in this institution.
THE GAME.
Maine kicked off. Dorticos twice kicked out
of bounds, and Bowdoin was given the ball to
kick off to Maine. On the first try Munroe
kicked outside, but on the next he sent the ball
Bailey, who made about fifteen yards in re-
turn. At first Maine \vas unable to gain very
much, and Webber sent a high, twisting punt
u, Wilson, who fumbled and Bean fell on the
Again Maine was unable to gain and
Webber kicked out of bounds on Bowdoin's
fifty-yard line. Bowdoin was immediately
obliged to surrender the ball on downs, and
now Maine got into the game in earnest. A
few short gains through center, and Captain
Dorticos was sent around Bowdoin's left end
for thirty yards. A few more short plunges
and Dorticos was sent over for the first touch-
down. He kicked the goal and the score was
l‘laine, 6; Bowdoin, o.
Munroe kicked off to Bailey, who again ran
back fifteen yards. A quick line up, and away
went the only "Frisky" Davis around Bow-
doin's right end. Fifty yards he ran through
the snow and slush until he was tackled by
Wilson. He did not fail, however, but quickly
shook himself loose, but before he could get his
feet in good shape he was tackled by Hunt.
Had the ground been hard he would have had
a touchdown in all probability, as he has never
yet been caught by a tackle from behind. For
a few minutes the play was fast and furious,
and during this time Bowdoin was given the
ball for alleged holding, which the majority' of
spectators did not believe occurred, but
Maine soon recovered the ball, and continued
her advance- steadily to Bowdoin's two yard
line, where Davis was sent over for the second
touchdown. Dorticos kicked the goal. Maine,
12; Bowdoin, o.
Munroe again kicked off to Bailey, and he
ran back ten yards. By steady gains of from
two to eight yards Maine was steadily carry-
ing the ball up the field, when time was called
with the ball in her possession on Bowdoin's
fl fteen-vard line.
SECOND HALF.
Munroe kicked off to Bearce, who gained
about five yards in return. Maine then started
in to rush the ball up the field toward Bow-
(loin's goal and were making good progress,
tout the ball was often given Bowdoin on ac-
count of holding in the line, and much of the
ground gained was lost in this way. By the
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way, the work of Umpire Ross was decidedly
off color, and he repeatedly penalized Maine
for being off side or holding, when even the
Bowdoin men could see no reason for it, as
they afterwards admitted. Despite these re-
verses, Maine was steadily and surely carry-
ing the ball down the field, and Taylor was
sent through right tackle for ten yards and the
third touchdown. Dorticos missed the goal.
Maine, 17; Bowdoin, o.
Munroe kicked off to Davis, who made fif-
ken yards. Again the procession started
down the field, and with sure, steady gains, the
ball was carried to the middle of the field.
here Bradford took Taylor's place at left half-
back. Dorticos, Bearce, Webber and Davis
alternated in carrying the ball a few yards
nearer the opposing team's goal line. On Bow-
doin's forty-five yard line Webber broke clear
c 1 the line for a fine twenty-five yard run, plac-
ing the ball on the twenty-yard line. From
here on few short plunges advanced the ball
to Bowdoin's ten-yard line, from where
Dorticos carried the whole Bowdoin team over
the line for the fourth and last touchdown for
Maine. The ball was wet and heavy and Dorti-
cos missed the goal. Maine, 22; Bowdoin, O.
Munroe kicked off to Davis who was downed
on his own twenty-yard line. On the first play
Davis went around right end for a beautiful
run of thirty-five yards, but the ball was brought
back and given to Bowdoin. The same old
story. Bowdoin now had a chance to score
and played desperately, but her rushes were met
fiercely, and Maine at once recovered the ball
on downs. Right her came a mistake which
allowed Bowdoin her second chance to score,
and this time she improved it. Instead of
punting the ball far out of danger, an outside
kick was tried, and the ball went straight into
the arms of the Bowdoin quarter-back, who
ran the ball back five yards to Maine's fifteen-
yard line. Then Bowdoin, by desperate
plunges, carried the ball by gains of from one
to three yards over the line for their only
touchdown, Munroe carrying the ball. He
failed at goal. Maine, 22; Bowdoin' 5.
Dorticos kicked off to Munroe, who ran the
ball back twenty-five yards. Bowdoin was
forced to punt, and Maine secured the ball on
her own forty-five yards line. From here, by
some of the best gains of the game the ball
was carried to Bowdoin's ten yard line, where
time was called with the ball in Maine's pos-
session. For Bowdoin, Hunt, Wilson, Davis,
and Kelley made the best showing while for
Maine the whole team played well. Their
team work ranked with the best ever seen on
Whittier field, and it was no uncommon sight
to see the runner dragged along for five or six
yards after being tackled. Davis, Dorticos,
Bean, and Bailey were the individual stars.
Dailey ran the team with good judgment and
both he and Bean tackled fiercely. Davis
came up to expectations, and no more need be
said. Dorticos was a power all through the
game, and it was generally conceded on all
sides that he gave as good an exhibition of
football playing as was ever seen in this
state.
The line-up:
U. OF. M.
Bean  . T. C 
Towse (Bearce) . r t 
Sawyer r. g
Rackliffe 
Elliott (Duren) 1. g.
Dorticos
Cole 
Bailey 
Davis 
Taylor (Bradford)
Webber 
BOWDOIN.
 
Kelley
 
Hamilton
Davis
Philoon
 
Shaw
Soule
. e. Beane
. q. 1). Conners
-
.ii. b...Hunt (Blanchard)
„I. h. b. Munroe
f. h  Wilson
Score—U. of M., 22; Bowdoin, 5. Touch-
downs—Dorticos 2, Taylor, Davis, Munroe.
Goals from touchdowns—Dorticos 2. Um-
pire—Ross of Exeter. Referee, Halliday of
Dartmouth. Linesmen, Coffin of Bowdoin,
Beattie of U. of M. Timer, Ross oi U. of
M. Time. 25 minute halves.
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